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ap CA C4 1. The following information was obtained from a phycisian's wife of
zie to .1C

w 4.8 ass New York, N.Y., American citizen of Ukrainian descent, who visited
us co ar ac
•sE	 co
8JJ	 Warsaw,Poland and Prague, CSR in the second half of July 1965 for 10
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OC	 days altogether. In WiWiiaW Source met a relative of her from RIVNO,
CZI CO 24

— 4JJ	 Volynaka obi. 9 wife of a former priest, now married to a retired teacher
co

a, a,	 who gave her some information on the situation in Rovno .sregion and in the
/JJ 0■•	 •••••

at
, Ukraine in general.
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° In Warsaw Source stayed for a few days unregistered with her cousin-

•ar glr	 2e
Tamara KOWALSKI, aged Oeer 50, chief of the Hungarian desk at the Polish

re.4
"J 	•CC

C"')	 Prime anister's Office.

In Prague where Source arrived on 27 July 1965 she met a relative of her

from Lvivg Docent of Economics who supplied her with the bulk of

information stated below. She and her husband were visiting relatives

in Bratislava at that time.

2. The inforxation supplied by the Docent , concerned mainly internal Ukrain

affairs and it was Source's understanding that she wanted some of it to . ite to

to some competent people abroad.

a/ The Docent confirmed the arson in the library in Kiev in May

190 and adued that in a similar way a wagon full of Ukrainian folkloric

art mainly carvings was destroyed in the spring 1965, on its way to
an anAgitt Exhibition in Brussels,Belgium. The collection of art items was

aanged by a Ukrainian artist , an elderly lady wh d ed several months

afA!cr the waggon was burned down. Phosphorus w g4used gain as in the case
of,(library.

b/ The 4)ocent confirmed also the liquidation of Ukrainian

layers in Kiev "who made an uprisal against Moscow".

C/ The eople in Ukraine are aware of the fact that SYMONENKO
has been published abroad and approve ot it. Symoneako becarae very popular

in i.he Wc.raine and his poems are widely read and learned mainly by young

people.

d/ Further development of contacts between the emigration and

the people i., the Ukraine is strongly recomilended • Presenbe of emigres

in the Ukraine even if they don't act in any specific way, is helping
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the Ukrainians and harm the regime.

e/ Dr Ivan ROGAL-ILKIV, the OSIWenvoy to India is Ukrainian

and at his home "rules Ukrainian atmosphere".

f/ Asked about DASHKEVYCH, the Docent replied " he has done

something bad and therefore I would not trust him".

g/ Stuuents at Lviv University have found recently among books

a Polish leaflet dtd 1943 ask ng all Poles after Red Army's arrival
to talk only Polish and in situations where it wouldn't be ausaible to use

Rua6ian instead of Ukrainian. Also to denounce Ukrainians whenever they
will be found as "nationalists".

h/ People in the Ukraine know about the publication of the

leaflet about the arson in the Kiev library and approve of it.

On the whole , they seem to be informed about what is going on abroad.

i/ The Lviv University has been recently Ukrainized whereas

Medical Institute is "half anf half" (half Ukrainian half Russian

j/ In suer 1965 tramway-conductors in Lviv began to make
announcements (3 streets in Ukrainian. This was done probably :Luz- sake

of Ukrainian totrists from abroad who werei criticizing all aspects

of Russification.

k/ The °Metal discrimination against manifestation of Ukrainiar
culture continues; thus in 1965 to the concert of "Caucanus" by Ludkevych
in Kharkov Opera "they" brought several calsaes of students instead of
making usual performance. There were not even placards announcing the

concert. In brief, this was just another atLempt on the part of authorities
a concert-that-#ght . ,; have somepatriOicto pra:vent people from coming to a

U1c.rai44 undertones.

3. KOWALSKI, Tamara , aged 50-5 , chief of Aungarian Desk at Polish
OA

Prime Minizer's Office , of v4arsaw sperlias vety much time to ravelling to

Hungary and other satellite countries. She is single, her igther was
teacherUkrainian, a from Rime, Volynia, her mother - Rusalan, and

	

Tamara felt	
V

i`moier	 asian than anything else/ too. She lives together

Agtahtlfualeatunguages , before 1939
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French. According to Tamara	 German is usually lingua .vranoa of
polish

the aungaria* Doak of -00-10 .00a4 44e- told Source that there is a very

strong hatred against ,UAssians in all satellibe countries. he also

warned source that in Poland was very much widespread "secret informing" to

the police. jho called Americans good sincere people being still

outwitted and fooled by comunist diplomacy.

Tamara is an old friend of Prof Pavlo Szumowski of Paris and

they know each other from Dublany and Warsaw. At one time she was some
sort of his "fiancee" and they continue to correspond. Tamara obtained

for him some certificates about his jobs in Lviv and Warsaw necen6a:ry

for hiarettrometrit-pritmedure.

3. Except for some data on local Ukrainians, the information
given by jource's relative from Rivno, is of no specific value as it
only confirm6generalities on AID present situation in the Ukraine.
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